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2Watt’s Up

Having worked for Lasham since
2003, I can say that most years
tend to merge into each other,
and for me to pin-point what year
a particular event took place
would be difficult. 2020 on the
other hand will always be different as
most of the events that have taken
place are probably a one offs, and will
hopefully never repeated.

Two that spring to mind were the
phone call to the people on the Jaca
expedition informing them that Spain
appeared to be closing down, and
they needed to get out quick. Being
on the airfield on a stunning soaring
day in April and the airfield was

completely silent and devoid of people.
I am really hoping for some normality in 2021, but I have to say that
nothing can surprise me anymore.

Flarm.
During the previous winter we spent a large amount of Lasham’s
money on re-equipping the gliders and tugs with new Power Flarms
and moving maps. I think that everyone knows why we had to do
this, so I am not going to dwell on that point, but what I am going to
talk about is what we have found after the first seasons use.

Most of the Flarms that were previously fitted in the club fleet were
first generation units and these really were just plug and play boxes
that simply interacted with other Flarms to give basic traffic
information.

Move on fifteen years, and the new Power Flarms that have been fitted
to the fleet have more functionality and range. With this increased

complexity come the requirement to set them up properly and also
understand what the display is telling you.

The setup has been an interesting exercise and it has certainly made
me realise how far these units have moved forward in the last fifteen
years. We think that the units on the club aircraft are functioning
correctly. You should see on the display the nearest contacts and any
collision warning from both Flarm and ADS-B equipped aircraft.

This setup is done through the main display and it is important that
the settings are not changed. My request to all club pilots is simple.

“Do Not Touch the Display”

The manuals for both the Flarm units and the display are available in
the download section of the LXNAV website and I would ask all
members who fly club gliders and tugs to read them. I know its not
in most men’s DNA to read the manual first, but in this case, I would
say it’s vital.

One further thought on the new instrument fit in the club two-seaters.
With two Oudies and varios, a Flarm and radio they can be very power
hungry, so you really need to split the load between the batteries.
The best option appears to be running the Flarm/Oudie on one battery
and the radio and vario on the other.

https://gliding.lxnav.com/wp-content/uploads/manuals/FlarmLed+ManualEnglishVer0132.pdf


Things to do in the winter
In my newsletter article twelve months ago, I would have rolled out
the usual things that you could do over the winter to stop yourself
getting bored while waiting for the thermals to reappear in the spring.
Unfortunately, the resurgence of COVID and the imposition of travel
restrictions have put paid to a number of things that both myself and
many other members had planned, and it appears that my initial list
has been slimmed down to just one or two things that we can do.

Remain in current flying practice
If the lock-down that we endured at the beginning of the soaring
season has taught us anything, it’s certainly that currency is
everything. At the restart of operations in May there we a large
number of members who hadn’t flown for several months, and many
of you had to wait for the resumption of two-seater flying before being
able to get back in the air.

I would urge all members to remain in current flying practice over the
winter, and that’s especially important if you have less than a couple
of hundred hours flying time in your logbook. At this stage of your
flying career, a fading of skills tends to be noticeable, if you haven’t
flown for a couple of months.

Ridge soaring
I know that a number of members had planned to visit ridge sites
over the winter and its clear that this could become an issue as Wales
goes into lock-down and parts of the North of England now have Tier
3 restrictions.

If you do want a bit of ridge soaring adventure then you don’t have
to look to far. The Southdowns start around 30km to the south of
Lasham, and in the right wind direction (350 round to 040 degrees)
I can be great fun running from Butser Hill all the way along to Lewis.
Yes, I know the ridges do extend all the way along to Eastbourne, but
this section is not for the inexperienced, or faint hearted!

I just need to make a couple of points clear about ridge soaring on
the Southdowns. There have been a couple of serious accidents on
these ridges in the last few years, including one that made the local
and National news with the glider suspended in trees and the pilot
being winched out of the cockpit by helicopter.

If you have never done any ridge soaring before, then you need to
get some training and a flight or two in a two-seater with an
experienced pilot who can show you how various parts of the ridge
work.
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Ridge soaring in Lasham’s Duo. Picture by Jordan Bridge



Point two is the fact that when we are ridge soaring, we are often
below 500ft AGL and are operating on an ORS 4 exemption to the
SERA low flying rules. A number of recent ridge soaring accidents
have brought this into sharp focus, and as a result the BGA have
recently issued advice on the subject in
https://members.gliding.co.uk/2020/10/02/hill-ridge-and-
mountain-soaring/

Planning for 2021
Normally the planning for the following year’s expeditions and courses
is done in my spare moments, while running the Aboyne expedition
in late October. As very little of this year’s program survived the
impact of COVID, it leaves me with a number of questions about what
we will be running next year. As it stands at the moment, we will start
the planning for the following flying program in 2021

Expeditions.
Due to the unknown travel restrictions in 2021 we have decided that
there will not be a Jaca, or Serres expedition next year. There two
expeditions require a lot of forward commitment in terms of ferry
bookings and accommodation and we took a financial spanking, when
we had to cancel this year’s expeditions.

Advanced Courses
We will be planning for three Solo to Bronze Courses, two Bronze to
Silver Course and one advanced cross-country course. The dates for
these courses will be notified to members via email, once we have
received the commitment from the coaches that will run them.

Competitions
Due to the complexities of the 2021 competition calendar and the
number of clubs that are willing to run Nationals, the BGA competitions
committee have asked Lasham to host five Nationals over two
separate weeks. The current BGA competition calendar can be found
at https://members.gliding.co.uk/competitions/

With the size of the Nationals it unfortunately leaves little scope for
running a Regionals alongside them. We are aware that this is a
disappointment to a number of members, but I can reassure you now
that we will be planning for a Regionals in 2022.

EASA Licensing Part 2
In a previous newsletter I talked about the implementation of EASA
licensing in October 2021 and what life would look like after this. I
now thought that it would be a good idea to remind pilots who
currently hold EASA licences, that if you use some of the privileges
on the licence you need to ensure that it remains valid.

The most likely people who are exercising these privileges are pilots
flying TMG’s, or self launching sailplanes on their SPL. The latest news
and info on EASA licensing can be found on the BGA website at
https://members.gliding.co.uk/2020/10/02/easa-publishes-
updated-sailplane-rulebook/

The is also a link on this page to the latest version of the Sailplane
Flight Crew Licencing, SFCL, rule book, where the recency
requirements for the licence can be found.

The bottom line is that to keep the licence current you have to fly with
an instructor every two years.

��I La�h�� G�i�ing So��e�y
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5Vintage News

Our year is drawing to a close and it’s certainly been one to
remember, like the curate’s egg, good in parts! On the negative side
the ongoing coronavirus epidemic has meant only limited flying in GHC
gliders, no external events to support, and just a trickle of visitors compared
with the number we get in normal times. If this was all we had to tell you
about, it would be rather depressing. However, there is good news to report,
very good news in fact, and that is the progress with the Trish Williams
Memorial Workshop.

The workshop
In the July edition of Rising Air we reported that Lowthers had completed
the building shell on the 3 June. It felt at the time we were nearly there but
the reality was VERY far from it, as we had all the internal fitting out to do!
Laying the concrete floor was next, which after five sessions was completed
on the 9 July. Ahh, and now putting in place all of the internal infrastructure.

Note this workshop project is
massively more complex than
building the two GHC hangars.
We have building regulations
to meet, heating to install,
dust extraction from the
machine room, etc, etc, the list
just goes on and on. However,
we’re getting there. This is
down to an enthusiastic band
of helpers led by Gary Pullen
who at times seems akin to a
machine in eternal motion, and
the watchful eye of Richard
Moyse monitoring the
progress. An absolute star has
emerged, and that is Peter

Bunnage. Peter has done an enormous amount of work in building the internal
walls, and much else besides.

We’re reaching the final few miles of what has been a marathon, and hoping
that with no unexpected hitches, mid-November will see the finishing line
finally coming into sight. The workshop should start becoming operational
sometime in December. To begin with it will just be a case of working on
GHC-owned gliders which is its primary purpose – C of As, minor repairs,
and probably at least one major restoration. Initially, it will be a “softly softly”
approach as we build up experience of running the workshop and fine tuning
the Operating Procedures Manual. Once we’re into early Spring, we should
have built up enough experience to start accepting privately-owned vintage
gliders. If you’re a private owner / syndicate and are interested in using our
workshop facilities, keep an eye on our web-site for announcements on the
workshop status.

What’s new
Thanks to a fantastic piece of work by John McCullagh your Rising Air editor,
the GHC now has its own Wikipedia page - do a “Google” on “Gliding Heritage
Centre” - not “GHC”. What is really nice is all the Wikipedia links that John
has put in for the majority of the GHC gliders in the list. Quite a treasure
trove of vintage gliding information.

Schematic diagram of the workshop. The viewing room will be used to give
presentations to visitors as well as letting them see the work being done on
the workshop floor

27 September, the internal structure
coming together – Photo: Julian Ben-David



We have one new vintage glider and that’s the prototype (EoN – Elliotts of
Newbury) Olympia 460. This was first flown by the late David Ince on the
26th April 1960 at Lasham. It’s been donated to us by AFE Kidlington, thanks
to their MD Jeremy Pratt (a Lasham member), where it had been on display
in their shop roof since February 2010. AFE have closed their Kidlington shop,
but are continuing to trade on-line. The AFE Manchester pilot shop also
remains open. Jeremy has also let the GHC have filing cabinets and some
furniture from the Kidlington premises. The latter will be used to furnish the

workshop office. The
Olympia 460 was meant
to be a world-beating
Standard Class glider.

In this it failed. The
prototype emerged as
overweight against its
design weight and buffet
at low speed from the
wing roots and aft of the
canopy.

Horace Buckingham, the
owner of Elliotts, wanted

the wings changed to have a lower aspect ratio, which was strenuously
opposed by the designer, Harry Midwood, and the chief test pilot, David Ince.

However, Horace held the purse strings and got his way. Thus the “dumbed
down” Olympia 463 became the production model in 1963. Not only did it
have lower-aspect ratio wings compared with the prototype but also a
dumpier front-end fuselage. Elliotts built 5 460s and 48 463s. The 463s are
nice gliders to fly but they were never particularly good as competition gliders.

Our Oly 460 prototype is currently in storage and needs work done on it
before it can go on display. Whether it will ever fly again is majorly dependent
on the condition of the wing root spars, which are the curse of all Oly 460/463s.

Looking ahead
Well like everyone the GHC is fervently hoping this Covid-19 dark cloud will
pass through and let us resume our normal activities. We need, of course,

an effective vaccine and a quick result self-testing kit. All fingers crossed
we’ll see major progress with both by the New Year, or spring absolute latest.
In the meantime we have our new workshop to keep us happy over the
winter!
We will of course have a formal opening ceremony for the workshop.
However, that’s going to have to wait until the government’s Covid-19 rules
on social gatherings are substantially relaxed. We may hold a small informal
event first – to be decided.

Our next major project is almost certainly going to be extending the second
hangar by four bays to the west – 24 metres. Unlikely this will get started
in 2021. Firstly, after the massive effort put into the workshop everyone
needs a rest. Secondly, whilst our financial situation is very good, I think
we’ll likely chose to sit on our hands for the time being and wait to see how
the coronavirus horror story saga works out.
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The prototype Oly 460 at the Lasham League 1
Nationals May 1961. Pilot R.Dunn (RAFGSA)

Workshop - Taken from a drone on the 16 October by Keith Blount



7The season’s top twenty flights

As in previous years, I have listed the top twenty flights from
Lasham with the highest total score on the National Ladder for
the year to date. All flights started and ended at a Lasham turn-point
or nearby unless stated.

It was off, on then off again. August and September were anticlimaxes
compared with late-May - July. THE day was 21 July, producing eight
of the twenty flights. Only four flights survived this Top Twenty list
from the mid-season report to 30 June.

Andy Aveling’s flight tops the list. Andy wrote: “Skysight predicted an
honest south coast convergence. The convergence was classic from
Havant to Folkestone and back to the edge of Solent Class D airspace.
Fortunately ATC at Solent were just brilliant. At one time, I was aware
of six gliders receiving control for the crossing. Meanwhile, the sky
just got better and better. “

“The conditions gave solid and predictable climbs to a high cloud-base.
The sky was a little "congested" at Whiddon Down in Devon, but
staying high proved to be a sensible tactic. As we passed south of

Date Pilot Glider Turbo Task km kph
21 July Aveling & Coppin ARCUS Turbo Havant S - Folkestone - Whiddon Down - Oxford South 807 117
21 July Phil Jones VENTUS 3 Turbo Folkestone - Bullington - Whiddon Down - Calvert Rail Junction 820 116
21 July Ian MacArthur JS1 B Turbo Folkestone - Bullington - Whiddon Down - Calvert Rail Junction 824 111
20 July Paul Fritche LS8 Hereford Cathedral - Swainsthorpe - Cirencester Church 757 91
20 July Aveling & Coppin ARCUS Turbo Eastbourne NW - Pewsey - Billinghay - Sixpenny Handley 807 94
31 May Jake Brattle LS7 WL Stony Stratford - Earith - Banbury - Presteigne 569 102
31 May Finn Sleigh ASW 20 (15) Stony Stratford - Earith - Banbury - Presteigne 569 103
11 July Ian MacArthur JS1 B Turbo Polegate - Bullington - Axminster - Melton Mowbray 780 99
21 July Graham McAndrew ARCUS Turbo Petersfield South - Rye - Hembury Hill - Oxford South 656 114
20 July Phil Jones VENTUS 3 Turbo Amberley - Ludlow - Westcott - Newark 753 109
11 July Aveling & Coppin ARCUS Turbo Eastbourne NW - Crediton - Mottisfont  - Shipston-On-Stour 757 94
31 May Tom Arscott LS7 WL Stony Stratford - Earith - Banbury - Presteigne 569 96
31 May Tom Hogarth ASW 20L (15) Stony Stratford - Earith - Banbury - Presteigne 569 95
21 July Billy Brady ASG 29 Turbo Folkestone - Bullington - Whiddon Down - Didcot Rail Bridge 756 95
21 July Roy Pentecost ASG 29 Turbo Goodwood Grandstand - Folkestone - Bovey Tracey 702 105
21 July Mallender & Masson ASK 13 Eastbourne NW - Bullington - Hembury Hill - Chilbolton (LO) 487 60
29 July Aveling & Coppin ARCUS Turbo Ansty Cross - Grafham Water - Halesworth - Finmere 706 95
11 July Phil Jones VENTUS 3 Turbo Hay Bluff - Bedford Br - Hereford Cath - Goodwood Grandstd 726 112
11 July Ken Barker JS1 C Polegate - Bullington - Axminster - Melton Mowbray 776 87
21 July Chris Sterritt DUO DISCUS Turbo Okehampton East - Basingstoke - Cullompton 760 90



Bristol, the clouds were less reliable and an ominous overcast to the
north was never far away. Consequently Oxford was the last place
in good sun, so we were happy to turn there. A fantastic cloud street
then guided us home. Probably the best British weather that I have
flown in. Certainly it was a 1000 km day had I been more "punchy"
with task setting, albeit with more turn-points.”

Nestling near the bottom of this list is Nigel Mallender’s and David
Masson’s epic 487 km in eight hours in a K13. Nigel wrote: “ I thought
the day was going to be a write-off having to brief an electrician.
When I realised that my presence was only required for an hour or
so I rang David and suggested we may be able to attempt something
silly in Lima99.”

“David is never someone for whom the glass is half empty and I'm
not known as someone who can simply be led down the garden path.

So, therefore it was OBVIOUS we
should launch late and just do a 500
km in a K13.”

“After a bit of faffing, we finally
launched at 11.30. I'm not going to
bore with superlative description of
just how bloody good it was, that has
been well covered elsewhere - but...
it was BLOODY EPIC! Turning Hembury
Hill at 17:03 with 160 km to do in a
K13 was energising”.

“It didn't look particularly great at
1500' 15 km west of Salisbury but
David ground it out  and we eventually
had enough to land comfortably on the
strip at Chilbolton at quarter past
eight.... thoroughly drained and

unable to walk for 10 minutes but happy that we finished in the same
county from which we had departed 8.5 hours earlier. Result!”

“Had we been able to launch even half an hour earlier we would have
undoubtedly completed the task. We decided that David didn't
deserve to get extra points for listening to me for 8.5 hours so I got
the ladder points and he posted on the On-Line Contest - a perfect
compromise.”

“Thanks to Ken Barker for coming to pick us up from Chilbolton.”

If you have a great memory of 2020, there is still time to write about
it for the Spring Edition of Rising Air, due to be published 1 March
2021.
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9Electronic conspicuity
by Julian Rees

I’m sure many of you will have
seen the announcement by the
CAA of a subsidy of up to £250
for equipping your aircraft with
“Electronic Conspicuity” (EC).
However, you may be confused by
the options open to us.

ADSB, Flarm and the rest
Flarm has been around for about 15
years.  It works by transmitting
short signals which identify the
sender and give their GPS position,
height, rate of climb/descent, speed
and direction of travel. As well as
transmitting this information, Flarm
devices receive signals from other
Flarm units, notify you of nearby
traffic and carry some clever
computation to decide whether
there are any are likely collision

risks – raising an appropriate warning if this is the case.

For a long time Flarm was the “only game in town” for low-
power/cheap conspicuity equipment, but in 2015 a company in the
UK set up a similar, but incompatible, system called “Pilot Aware”
(PAW).  Both Flarm and PAW use a de-regulated frequency bands and
transmit at low power (<500mw). PAW uses an un-encrypted signal
format (called P3i) which is “Open”, so that (in theory) anyone can
build a PAW transmitter/receiver – although only PAW have done so.
By contrast Flarm is partially encrypted, manufacturers need to pay
a licence to send/receive Flarm, and a number of different vendors
have done so.

This obviously raises the issue of two different systems, which did not
work with each other. The CAA who want a single standard to allow

all aircraft (including drones) to both “see” and “be seen”. They
decided that the chosen common ground would be something called
ADSB. This is similar in some ways to Flarm or P3i in that it transmits
your GPS position and velocity at regular intervals. It has however
some differences – in particular the ADSB signals are sent on a
“protected” aviation frequency. ADSB was primarily designed to work
alongside a Mode-S Transponder, sending out regular information
alongside the transponder pulses (the latter are only sent when the
transponder is interrogated by a radar system). However, after the
general rejection of mandatory transponder installation in the UK,
what the CAA did was produce a standard in CAP 1391 for transmitting
ADSB without a transponder. Such a CAP 1391 device sends out your
position on an approved aviation frequency and at about 20W – so
is much more powerful than Flarm or PAW system but a lot less
powerful (and therefore less battery hungry) than a transponder.

Unfortunately all this now leaves us with three incompatible EC
systems (Flarm, PAW, ADSB). Manufacturers have tried to cater for
this by making it possible for their chosen system to also receive one
or more of the other systems (all of the systems can receive ADSB in
their latest versions), but this is only a partial solution as no system
exists which will both receive and transmit two or more of the available
protocols.

Today we are in a situation where most gliders have Flarm and can
see each other. However, a significant minority of the general aviation
(GA) fleet have PAW, so they can see each other but they are not
visible to gliders and the remaining majority of GA aircraft ,which have
no EC at all (except for some with transponders).

The CAA have indicated they wish ADSB to become the common
standard but, they have not mandated this yet. Instead they have,
through the Department for Transport, obtained grants towards
getting some form of EC into the whole GA fleet – unfortunately
without much guidance on what should be installed – leading to much
confusion!

Julian Rees is a member of
Bristol and Gloucestershire
Gliding Club. He has given
permission for this article to be
published here.



Why is this important to glider gilots ?
We could say “we all have Flarm, so we’ve got EC”, and indeed Flarm
deals with the greatest threat to us which is glider vs glider mid-air
collision. Since Flarm became common in the UK the rate of glider
collisions and fatalities has dropped noticeably and few have occurred
where both aircraft are Flarm equipped.

In addition the other vendors of EC have made attempts to detect
Flarm, so for example a PAW-equipped powered aircraft gets Flarm
data relayed up to them from ground stations (using the same OGN
network we use for “Spot the Glider” or “Glide and Seek”), while
“SkyEcho” users also receive Flarm traffic on their moving map
(SkyDemon) notepads. (Ed: In 2018 Paul Ruskin started a fund to
increase the number of OGN stations throughout the UK.)

There are however two problems with this:
1. Flarm transmissions are fairly short range, fine at glider vs
glider speeds but would give rather late warnings to, say, a
high-performance single travelling at 120-160kt. In addition
GA aircraft that use PAW, rely on ground relays. The reliability
of that system is not always high – at least one airprox (near
Lasham) has occurred when this system failed.

2. Some powered aircraft, particularly the higher-end singles
and twins, will use certified panel mounted systems (from the
likes of Garmin etc) that will only receive ADSB and will not see
Flarm at all.

So, if we wish to increase the chance of “being seen” by other
(powered) GA, an ADSB based system gives us the widest visibility
and at ranges 3-4 times that achieved with Flarm. Similarly, if we
wish to “See” other GA then, as ADSB becomes more common,
systems that receive ADSB will become desirable.

How do I transmit ADSB?
At the moment there are only two options available to glider pilots.
If you have a transponder, or are getting one fitted, then it can be
with a GPS signal (probably from one of your existing GPS systems),
turn on the (amusingly named) “extended squitter” function and your
transponder will, as well as transponding, also send out ADSB. If you
have a transponder already, this is the preferred option.

For most of us without transponders the
only choice available at the moment is the
“SkyEcho 2” (SE2). This is a self-contained
ADSB ‘beacon” that has its own GPS,
batteries and antenna all in a small
(cigarette-packet sized) device. It runs for
10 hours on a single charge and will send
out ADSB signals to the CAA CAP1391
standard, letting people know where you
are. In a glider it is most conveniently
mounted on the cockpit side or canopy rail
– indeed many older gliders already have
pre-tapped camera mounts in just the

right position. SkyEcho 2 sells for just under £500, so spookily gains
the maximum subsidy from the CAA (£250 up to 50% of the purchase
value).

How do I receive ADSB?
For glider pilots this gets a bit more complex. If you have a modern
PowerFlarm system there is an option which will allow it to receive
ADSB signals, but only recently installed Flarm systems will have this
and the upgrade path for older systems is not cheap!

If you use SkyEcho 2 to send ADSB, then it also receives it.
Unfortunately it is of limited use to us in gliding, because the
information will not display on any of our commonly used gliding
software (such as XCsoar or LK8000).  Traffic from SE2 will display
on power-flying software such as SkyDemon or EasyVFR (including
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the free version), but these need something like a mobile phone or
notepad/ipad to run on, which may not be convenient or visible in a
glider cockpit.

You could also use a PAW system as a receiver (it will display on
XCSoar), but at the moment the only available system (Rosetta) is
rather large and power-hungry for glider cockpits (Ed: as well as being
out of stock). A smaller system to be called Rosetta-FX is promised,
but not available yet and technical details are light.

So, at the moment, unless you are fortunate enough to have a
PowerFlarm installed or planned, there is no ideal solution for receiving
ADSB traffic data in a glider cockpit. It is possible that the Rosetta-FX
will give us an affordable solution, but this is unlikely to be available
until early 2021.

So, what should I do?
My personal view is that at the BGGC owners/syndicates should all
try and take advantage of the brief CAA subsidy. You need to decide
which is more important to you, being visible to the power community
or seeing power traffic. The easy and simple route is to solve the “be
seen” issue first and get a SkyEcho or enable an existing transponder
– this is simple and (with the CAA subsidy) relatively cheap. It is
possible, but not guaranteed, that transmitting ADSB will have other
advantages which I will discuss later, in the Q&A section.

Affordable options for “seeing” ADSB traffic at the moment are few,
but I think this will improve, either through devices or software that
talks to SkyEcho or by newer PAW devices. However, the CAA subsidy
may have gone by the time they are available so you may want to
tackle the “see” after the “be seen” component. If “seeing” is definitely
your priority over “being seen” then an upgrade to PowerFlarm with
ADSB is the obvious choice, but even with the CAA subsidy this will
cost over £1,000.

It’s tempting to say “I’ll wait for one device that does it all”, but such
a device could be a long way off. Similarly it is possible the technology
will evolve and more/different options become available. However,
given the rate of CAA decision-making, my own view is that an
investment now will be good for several years and this is an
opportunity to improve our safety at a reasonable cost.

Q&A and FAQ
Q: Why don’t I just wait for a new Flarm type device that transmits
ADSB as well?
A: Firstly, such a device may never be produced, the CAA “CAP 1391”
standard is only legal in the UK (and Australia), not the rest of Europe
or the USA – so there may be no commercial driver for Flarm
producers to do this. In addition, given that the “ADSB Receiver” adds
£500 to the basic Flarm price, any integrated Flarm transmitter is
unlikely to cheaper than SkyEcho.

Q: Will Flarm become obsolete?
A: This is not likely. Flarm is specifically tailored to glider use, the
Flarm data stream and traffic algorithms are setup so that we don’t
get overwhelmed with alarms when thermalling or ridge soaring – any
ADSB traffic alarm system would be going off all the time in these
situations. In addition, Flarm devices carry out other functions such
as acting as loggers or obstacle avoidance for Alpine soaring, so I
believe Flarm will continue in the gliding community for a long time
yet.

Q: Why doesn’t everyone just get Flarm ?
A: A good question! In parts of Europe Flarm has become very much
the “de facto” standard and is used by power and gliding communities
alike. However, in the UK there is a strong power flying lobby against
Flarm and the CAA is not minded to promote what they see as being
a proprietary system.

Q: Do ATC units “see” ADSB emitters”?
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A: Trials are underway in the Barton ATZ that use ADSB traffic
information screens. This will probably become formally supported by
the CAA, and much more common (it’s vastly cheaper than a radar
system). Informal systems are already in use at places like Popham,
Kemble and Turweston. If more gliders equip with ADSB, it may put
us in a stronger position with airfields like Gloucester to get them to
use such a system, if they seek to protect their ILS approaches.

Q: Don’t I need a transponder anyway for some airspace south of
Lasham and for the proposed airspace around Brize and Oxford?
A: You will need a transponder to enter TMZs. The GA Alliance is
lobbying for ADSB to be accepted as well, but there is no guarantee
this will happen. However, Brize ATC should have access to ADSB
receivers/screens by mid-2021, so if you need to call them, this could
ease your passage.

Q: Should I get a transponder instead?
A: This is really a separate question. If you feel you need/want a
transponder to ease or enable access to controlled airspace, then the
sensible thing to do is get one installed, connect it to a GPS source
and enable ADSB on the transponder. However this does not allow
you to see more power traffic, so you may need to upgrade the
receive-side of your EC anyway.

Q: Would an ADSB receiver allow me to see everyone else?
A: Maybe in the long term, but in the short term there will be many
aircraft who do not yet transmit ADSB. Some of these might have no
transmitter at all, or some might be sending out transponder signals
without the ADSB element.  Long term it is hoped (by the CAA) that
small ADSB transmitters such as SkyEcho would be suitable for a wide
range of aircraft including paragliders, gliders and others where
transponder fitment is difficult or impossible. In addition, their aim is
that all transponder equipped aircraft will also send out ADSB (this is
mandatory for large commercial aircraft from 2021). Experiments are
also underway to allow drones to send and receive ADSB signals.

Q: What’s the difference between Electronic Conspicuity and a
Transponder?
A: An EC device broadcasts its GPS position all the time (several times
a second). A transponder sends out a response when interrogated by
a ground or airborne radar system – it sends out some information
(eg altitude and callsign) but it is the radar that calculates the location
– not the aircraft’s GPS signal. If transponders are not being
interrogated, they will not transmit, so you only know where a
transponder-equipped aircraft is, when it is in range of a radar system.

Q: What about commercial traffic?
A: Commercial aircraft are normally equipped with a traffic avoidance
system (TCAS) which interrogate other aircraft transponders; however
newer TCAS systems also receive ADSB signals. At the moment there
is much debate about whether these systems will “see” a SkyEcho
broadcast - due to some technical issues about signal & position
quality. If (when) CAP1391 devices like SkyEcho become more
common then it’s possible that these issues will start to be addressed.
As glider pilots this may not be a major issue, as we tend to steer
clear of the classes of airspace where this applies.

Q: Why do I have to anything at all?
A: You don’t “have” to do anything at the moment. It is not yet clear
whether the CAA will make ADSB carriage mandatory or not, but they
have stated in their airspace strategy that they are considering this
or that they may also introduce zones where carriage is mandatory,
so this is an opportunity to enable your glider at a lower cost.

SkyEcho 2 : https://uavionix.com/products/skyecho/
PilotAware: https://www.pilotaware.com/fx
CAA: https://www.caa.co.uk/General-aviation/Aircraft-
ownership-and-maintenance/Electronic-Conspicuity-devices/
https://youtu.be/XfVJqH4dChY
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https://uavionix.com/products/skyecho/
https://uavionix.com/products/skyecho/
https://www.pilotaware.com/fx
https://www.pilotaware.com/fx
https://www.caa.co.uk/General-aviation/Aircraft-ownership-and-maintenance/Electronic-Conspicuity-devices/
https://www.caa.co.uk/General-aviation/Aircraft-ownership-and-maintenance/Electronic-Conspicuity-devices/
https://www.caa.co.uk/General-aviation/Aircraft-ownership-and-maintenance/Electronic-Conspicuity-devices/
https://youtu.be/XfVJqH4dChY 
https://www.caa.co.uk/General-aviation/Aircraft-ownership-and-maintenance/Electronic-Conspicuity-devices/


13Cockpit safety
by Adrian Emck

It is extraordinary how often
I’ve been asked over many
years: “How is it possible to
fly the K-6 as you do?” My
average flight time for the past
four seasons is over the five-hour
duration and I always explain
that I can fly the K-6 on long
flights entirely due to applying
cockpit research findings that
have been proven to enhance
pilot performance through
comfort/safety and can provide
pure enjoyment for all.

This has improved the K-6 cockpit
comfort and also safety, vastly
extending the pilot’s range, speed

and flying duration. Very few pilots adopt these findings. In fact, few
believe me. I’m always being asked “the secret”, I tell them and then,
months later, I get asked the same question again. Believe me, I’m
telling you the real “secret”!

Since publication in 2005 of the Pilot Survey at Lasham (196 pilots
reporting on 818 cockpits), and subsequent papers, very few take the
profound findings on cockpit safety design seriously enough to take
action. Glider manufacturers overlook published technical evidence
and continue to provide dangerous unsafe cockpit cushions and
anatomical support, and provide cockpits that can transmit impact
energy directly to the spine.

Despite the many articles, presentations and technical papers, there
is yet no national or international gliding organisation willing to
champion, fund and push through the action necessary to ensure
glider cockpits safely fit the adult population, and the simple

inexpensive fixes that make existing cockpits safer and more
comfortable at the same time.
Decades ago, Dr Teddy Stedtfeld, former Me 109 pilot and team doctor
of the German National Gliding Team, recommended that spine shells
be worn by glider pilots. Today, manufacturers of certified paragliding
spine protectors number nearly two score. In gliding there are none.

The glider pilot’s spine is left incredibly vulnerable to glider accident
injury. So, what is it that makes gliding think it can ignore the laws
of gravity? Because competition flying interests always come first,
manufacturers squeeze the cockpit cross-section to be as tiny as
possible to reduce drag to win competitions that, in turn, sells gliders.

This leaves no room for simple basic devices and elementary cockpit
mods that would instantly transform the cockpit into a significantly
safer fit for the adult population. If you have a gliding accident injury,
it is very likely to be to your spine. I cited an example to the BGA
Conference where the pilot’s coccyx was cracked from a normal field
outlanding, without damage to the glider.

Glider cockpits typically have difficulty in absorbing impact energy,
which can often then be transmitted directly to the spine. Gliding has
yet to introduce the structured approach to forcefully address this
significant danger, in direct contrast to paragliding: “A decision by the
CIVL Bureau 27 June 2019, FAI Sporting Code was modified for
paragliding harnesses as follows: All pilots must fly with a harness
and back protector combination that has been tested to LTF09 or
EN1651:2018 E. CIVL publishes an indicative list on its website.”

If this safety is good enough for paragliders, why are we glider pilots
not given this level of protection too? I’ve presented the subject
abroad. Once an attempt was made to cut me short. I retorted my
presentation on cockpit safety cost me 40 Euros a minute to deliver
and I would finish – which I did. This embarrassment led to the
intervention by a world-famous glider designer, who insisted the

This article first appeared in a
longer form in Sailplane & Gliding.
An extract has been reproduced
here with the permission of Susan
Newby



cockpit safety presentation be repeated two weeks hence – and it
was.
Recently, someone said I was a nutter. Well, at least I’m a safer and
more comfortable nutter. This comment made me pause to remember
the names of the tiny handful of people who have concerned

themselves with glider cockpit safety, who are ignored and
conveniently forgotten.

Gliding prides itself on being high-tech super advanced, but when it
comes to cockpit human measurement, it resides firmly in the year
1926 mindset.

See my BGA Conference presentation:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3z-LfU38lMY&feature=youtu.be
………………………………but I’ll bet that you’ll ignore it.

14Cockpit safety
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Spine protection: photo courtesy of FAI for paraglider pilots
www.fai.org/page/harnesses-and-back-protectors

Photo by Neil Shaw

Wings
I had been given two introductory flights – the first an aerotow and
the second a winch launch. It was amazing. I was hooked. I joined
Lasham and signed up with an evening group to learn to fly. The first
evening, excited and full of anticipation, I arrived and met the evening
team, had a briefing and was strapped into a K-13. Whoosh – we
were up there. And I was learning to fly! It was wonderful. And weird
at the same time. At the end of the evening, hangar packed, supper
eaten, washed down with a suitable beverage, I set off for home.
Driving down The Avenue, I felt the oddest sensation – I was really
worried that my wings would hit the trees!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3z-LfU38lMY&feature=youtu.be
www.fai.org/page/harnesses-and-back-protectors


15Record flying
by John Delafield

In 1969 I joined a RAFGSA  (Royal Air Force Gliding and
Soaring Association) Expedition to South Africa. It was in the
days when we had a decent-sized air force and before sanctions had
made going to South Africa politically difficult for a member of the
Royal Air Force, as I was. Fortunately, in those days there was a
monthly training flight by the RAF C130 Hercules force from the UK
around the southern tip of Africa every month.

There were some enterprising people in the RAFGSA and a formal
expedition was set up to take two gliders and three pilots to South
Africa to fly in the South African Gliding Championships to be held at
the original Tempe Airfield. The three of us were Andy Gough, Con
Greaves, and me.

It was a three-day marathon flight each way in a C-130 and, if you
have never flown in the back of an old C-130, my advice is avoid it if
you can!

Record flying has an appeal of its
own and, although new records get
broken by others, there is a satisfy-
ing permanency about getting your
name on to the record lists.  At some
stage in their active gliding lives,
most of the more competitive-mind-
ed glider pilots make determined
attempts at record-breaking. Some
others succeed in so doing during the
normal part of competition gliding,
but others just find that they have
broken a record without really trying!

That was more-or-less what hap-
pened to me on my first flight from
Bloemfontein in South Africa in 1969.
I was flying a brand-new Phoebus C,
a 17 metre version of the original
Phoebus.

Left to my own devices, I would probably have contented myself with
local flying for my first sortie from Bloemfontein. But Con Greaves,
who knew far more about gliding in that part of the world than I did,
made it clear that it would be just as easy to fly around a declared
300 km triangle as it would be to fly locally.

But, not knowing what to expect, I was slightly apprehensive about
setting off over a landscape that I had never experienced before and,
from what I had heard, was fairly forbidding compared to the
cultivated English countryside that I knew so well.

It was not exactly encouraging to be told by our hosts that the
anthills infesting the open countryside had the consistency of con-
crete and often stood taller than the wings of a landing glider. But, at
that juncture, I wasn’t yet aware of how good the weather in
December in that part of the world could be and that out-landings
were a relatively infrequent occurrence.

Con Greaves set me a 330 km triangular task to Trompsberg and
then via Koffiefontein back home.

The Phoebus was one of the first glass-fibre gliders capable of
carrying water ballast. By present day standards, it did not carry
much, but, as I was soon to find out, it was enough to give the
Phoebus an increased cruising speed under the excellent gliding
conditions so prevalent in Southern Africa.

Our South African hosts had told us clearly that we should carry
several litres of drinking water for use in flight as well as a further
supply secured elsewhere in the aircraft for additional use, should we
experience an out-landing. They also said that the sun had needed to
be treated with the utmost respect. A sunhat was fundamental.

I waited for the first cumulus clouds to appear. They didn’t. At this
point in my life my only experience of such conditions had been in the
UK where “blue thermals” were normally fickle, weak and short lived.
I feared for the success of my intended 330 Km flight over generally
uninhabited terrain with few landing options. But, with the sun
vertically overhead, burning the already parched ground, the blueThe Phoebus C “66”



thermals were going up to
over 10,000ft.

I decided to launch. I no-
ticed immediately that we
did not have the comforting
surge of acceleration I had
been used to back in the
cooler, denser air in Eng-
land. For it was not only the
heat at Bloemfontein that
much reduced the efficiency
of the tug`s engine, but the
airfield’s elevation was
5,000ft, thus reducing the
density of the air and fur-
ther reducing the power
available.

In addition, this was one of the first times I had flown with water
ballast and the glider was therefore much heavier than I was used to.

But, after half a mile or so, the ground dropped away and we had
space to manoeuvre. In no time at all the tug pilot spiralled us
upwards in a thermal.

I was soon enjoying my first Bloemfontein thermal – a vigorous 6
knots climb to 6,000 feet above the ground, some 11,000 feet above
sea level. I began to realise it was going to be like walking in a forest
with your eyes shut; sooner or later you would hit a tree, or in my
case a thermal.

I now had time to look at the local countryside; deep brown, the
occasional cultivated area, silver roofs of houses glinting in the sun,
visibility unlimited, and a barren landscape. And dry as a bone.

A violent surge under a wing became an unbelievable 8 knots, this
time to 13,000 ft above sea level (8,000 feet above ground) I

therefore decided that there was no point in delaying the start of my
330 kilometre flight.

The problem now was to descend to the requisite maximum starting
height of 1,000 metres AGL, (3,281 feet) that was required in that
era to be formally observed through the starting gate.

I pulled out the air-brakes out and at 100 knots give the radio call to
announce my impending crossing of the start line. I received “Good
Start” from the Official Observer as I zoomed over the line at 3,100
feet..

The first climb out on my flight to get to operating height could have
a significant effect on the average speed for the flight. A slow climb
would literally add minutes to the total time taken for the 330
kilometres. I therefore settled for a turbulent 6 knots a mile or so
south of the airfield and on track, hoping it would increase in strength
as it consolidated higher up.

It behaved as I had hoped, increasing to 8 knots for a while before
falling back to 6 knots as we passed 12,000 feet on the altimeter –
7,000 feet above the dusty landscape.

Because of the decrease in air density with height one`s true air-
speed becomes greater than that shown on the airspeed indicator.
thus making possible significantly quicker progress over the ground
than a pilot flying at lower heights.  At the time I was a Royal Air
Force instructor on jets and was naturally familiar with this but,
having done all my gliding in the UK, I had never before had such a
striking example of the benefits of operating so much higher.

The effect was noticeable, some 15% increase in true airspeed at
10,000 feet increasing to around 25% a few thousand feet higher.

It seemed to be only two or three thermals before there was a small
rectangular shaped, sun-glinting silver-roofed town directly ahead. At
first it meant nothing to me as I was concentrating on following a
road and railway line to the south.

16Record flying
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But then, in the crystal clear air, it was easy to see beyond the town,
where the terrain became more desolate, with mountains and harsh
outcrops of rock shimmering in the heat. For a few moments I was
confused; the mountains were clearly shown on my map as being
beyond the turning point, and yet, in my own mind, I did not expect
to be at the turn so quickly, within 55 minutes. I was achieving
around 100 kilometres per hour average and so one hour to the first
turn had to about right.

The town below was indeed Trompsberg, so I flew to the correct zone
for the requisite photographs with the two Instamatic cameras.

The next turning point was another 100 km to the north-west, at
Koffiefontein, with a headwind of about 10 knots.

The sky was still deep blue and the only cumulus cloud to be seen
was well to the north west.  It was going to be another leg with only
the dust-devils spiralling off the dusty landscape to indicate areas of
the ground that were spawning good thermals.

The wind was causing short “streets”, so, for the first 30 km or so,
good progress was made. One or two short streets terminated at the
upwind end with a vibrant 6-8 knot thermal back up to 14,000 feet
above sea level.

And then it all went wrong; almost. I left the top of what was probably
the strongest thermal of the flight so far, 8-9 knots, and felt full of
confidence in myself and the weather conditions, and then decided to
ignore all but the strongest thermals

But could I find another thermal street?  Instead I encountered mile
upon mile of sinking air with the altimeter unwinding at a most
alarming rate. I detoured over the darker looking ground that should
encourage thermals, but nothing, not even a burble to indicate
thermal activity. And still the sink persisted.

There was nothing else for it but to turn off by 30 degrees and move
away from the straight course to the next turning point and into a
different patch of air.  I was saved by a modest little thermal that
found me at about 3,000 feet above ground over a salt pan that had

dust devils over it.  If it
hadn’t come along I was
going to have to think of
landing on it, because
there was nowhere else. It
wasn’t as strong a thermal
as I had been using, a
mere 4-5 knots, but it was
enough to get me up and
out of trouble and, hope-
fully, into gliding range of
better conditions.

I left that thermal at some
4,000 feet above the

ground, 9,000 feet on the altimeter, which was not very high by the
standards of the earlier part of the flight but if had I stayed longer it
would have resulted in a slow and time-wasting climb. By leaving I
took a chance that the sink could not persist everywhere. It didn`t.

No sooner has a got the Phoebus into a cautious 75 knot cruise than
I encountered, with dramatic suddenness, a thermal that restored
morale.

In what seemed to be just few turns, I topped out at 14,500 feet
above sea level and from that vantage point, I could clearly identify
in the crystal-clear air the next turn at Koffiefontein.

Just beyond it there was a flat very large saucer shaped cumulus
cloud at an altitude of perhaps 16,000 or even 18,000 feet above sea
level. I decided to push ahead to the turn and then head straight to
it.

I increased the speed up to 100 knots to get round the turn point and
under the cumulus as soon as possible. A steep right-hand banked
turn at about 9,500 feet above sea level secured the vital photo-
graphic evidence of Koffiefontein.
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I still had about 12 km to run before the next thermal under the
inviting cloud. The safer option would have been to have stopped and
gained a little extra height in a weak thermal just to keep us secure
but records are not made by being over-cautious, as I pressed on at
90 knots. It was the right decision. The gamble paid off when I arrived.

Immediately the wings of the Phoebus heaved with the shock of
hitting the torrent of ascending air. The variometer needle hit its stop
at 10 knots and the altimeter wound up faster that I had ever seen
since my days as a RAF Hunter pilot. In only a few minutes I topped
out at 16,000 feet above sea level. I was using the oxygen by now.

That made me 11,000 feet above Bloemfontein and, with only 60
miles to run, that could be achieved in a straight-glide without
requiring any more lift. I pushed the speed up and was achieving at
least 125 knots true airspeed. The ground passed at a pleasing pace.

And then we hit another thermal, pulled up, and then another
thermal, and another. I was still at 12,000 feet - 7,000 feet above
the ground - and with less than 60 km to go. I’d have to fly at
maximum speed to get rid of that height in such a short distance. I
accelerated to 135 knots but a little less when in turbulence for fear
of over-stressing the glider.

Suddenly, Bloemfontein airfield became visible from 30 km. It be-
came abundantly clear that I had far too much height for that
distance. As I got closer, the excess height became even more
apparent.

At 15 km to go, I made a quick radio call to Con Greaves at the finish
line. The flight that I had intended as a mere sightseeing trip, was
going to secure the British 300 kilometre triangle record.

I was still too high despite flying at 135 knots, so I had to open the
air-brakes. At 1,000 feet above ground, I put the air-brakes away to
make it look respectable. Con reported from the ground “66 – good
finish – you’ve done it – 2hrs 58 mins”.

At 111.5 km per hour, the speed was more than enough to break the
previous record. If this is what could be achieved on one’s first flight
in that part of the world, then better things should follow. They did,
but not until a return visit three years later together with a Kestrel.
19. But that is another story!
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Learning from Experience
They say that you start your flying career with a bag full of luck and
an empty bag labelled ‘Experience’, and the trick is to fill the one
marked ‘Experience’ before you have emptied the one called ‘Luck’.

I found a lovely cloud street directly on track towards Popham and
enjoyed flying fast in a straight line on track and gaining height. The
street was still there on the way back. This was in the days BF (before
FLARM.) Once again, I was having fun, barrelling along in the wispy
stuff under the cloud, when another glider appeared out of the mist
and shot past me in the opposite direction, no more than a wing-span
away. I only saw it for a few seconds, but recognised the aircraft.

I was still shaking after landing and consuming a dose of amber
relaxing fluid. Shortly after, we were joined in the bar by the pilot of
the glider I had seen. I went over and apologised to him: “I’m sorry,”
I said. “I just didn’t see you.”

“What do you mean?” he said.

Further conversation revealed that he hadn’t seen me at all. One more
item transferred from the ‘Luck’ bag to the ‘Experience’ bag.
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20HowIdunnitwrongbutgotawaywithit

Comp pilots will be familiar with
the HowIdunnit.  This summer we
had no comps to play with, so I
decided to try and set a record or two
and/or do 750km.  As we all know,
to fail to prepare is to prepare to fail.
So I read the IGC rules, consulted
with experts and was ready to go on
the right day.

Unfortunately the door of my prep
room was left ajar for Mr Cock-up,
and so now I’d like to introduce you

to… the HowIdunnitwrongbutgotawaywithit (’hidiwbgawi’).

When the right day came along for a 750, I was ready to go on the
grid at soon after 8am – but in best ’hidiwbgawi’  spirit, with over 20
rows of gliders in front of me.  Ah well – it’s a long day, fingers
crossed...

We couldn’t decide whether to go SW or NW, in the end deciding on
NW (Ludlow - Arundel - Hereford Racecourse). Second hidiwbgawi :
NW turned out to be nowhere near as good as forecast. At one point
I wondered whether I should have packed a torch to find my way
home!  I comfort myself with the fact that surely this made it more
worthwhile than if it had been easy?

They say things come in threes - well, in this case hidiwbgawi No3
was forgetting in the heat of the moment that I needed to go through
a shorter start-line.  So I didn’t.  Doh!!  Feverish re-reading of the
rules enlightened us that you can also use release point and…. happily
the set task was just long enough for me to measure from release
and still do 750km…  JUST!!!

So I now have my 750km diploma, many thanks to Merv who was my
trusty OO in this.  He now runs when he sees me coming towards him.

Then I decided to have a go at the 400k FAI triangle 15m record.
(Treyford - Cherington - Yeovil Reservoir) I went through an FAI line
this time. This one was going to be perfect.  Well, we will gloss over
some minor details to focus on an entirely new gotcha – my the flight
WAS faster than the previous unrestricted record….but… not by a
whole 1kph which is what you need to achieve.  However, the
hidiwbgawi gods were looking on. I was able to claim the feminine
record (112.2km/h)

Am I alone in having discovered hidiwbgawi?  If this is something you
recognise, please share yours, it just may help someone else’s day.
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Portland Bill - Photo: George Metcalfe

The unmistakeable
outlines of Portand
Bill and Lulworth
Cove were photo-
graphed by George
Metcalfe. David
Edwards photo-
graphed Bertie
Bocian and Serena
Lambre took the
shot of the Easyjet



22Those were the days
by Michael Oakley

I was “conscripted” into the School cadet force in the early
1950s when my parents received a letter from the Headmaster
saying “Your son has expressed a desire to join the CCF”. Their
son had expressed no such desire, but those were the days when you
were volunteered for all sorts of unwelcome activities and just got on
with it.

We struggled with the standard WW2 rifle which was almost as tall
as some of the smaller cadets, and sweltered or froze in the
uncomfortable battledress which was worn from before WW2 until
well after the Korean War. I dreaded the weekly drill parade and
inspection, when inevitably I had Duraglit on my webbing and Blanco

on the brasses . I never managed the about turn on the march etc.
So as soon as I had passed the Army Proficiency Certificate, we were
allowed to transfer to the RAF or RN sections.  I fled the parade ground.

I probably applied for the RAF section for several reasons. With
National Service looming it appeared to be a more interesting billet
than the other services, it promised a slight prospect of the occasional
escape from School, and my father had been an amateur pilot before
the War and served in the RAFVR before and throughout the War and
I suspect gave me a nudge.

We learned all sorts of useful things, most of which I had sadly
forgotten by the time I came to struggle with the Bronze theory test
nearly 60 years later. I never really mastered the hand-held gadget
for calculating drift etc but the radio procedure came in handy when
surprisingly I became an enthusiastic Territorial a few years later.

Being a “crack” squadron we were equipped with a bungee-launched
primary. My rank and pay grade were so low that I never even got to
sit on it let alone fly. But we towed it out to one of the playing fields
and watched with admiration whilst some god-like senior cadet
zoomed at least five feet into the air.

Then came the great day when we were offered the opportunity to
learn to glide. This met my second criterion for joining the RAF Section
as it guaranteed an escape from school. Those were the days when
at boarding school there were no half-terms or exeat weekends when
you could go home, so we were incarcerated for three months at a
time. The gliding was a Sunday activity but mysteriously none of the
other cadets in my year group took up the offer, possibly because
they were holier than me.

I was duly despatched to the RAF Gliding School at what is now Exeter
Airport. RAF Exeter had a very similar distinguished war record to
Lasham’s. An embryo civilian airfield when war broke out, the RAF
took over and laid down the usual tarmac runway layout. Based thereSlingsby T21



during the war were Beaufighter, Mosquito and Hurricane squadrons,
some Polish. On D-Day the US Air Force flew troop carrying gliders
and transports in large numbers from there.

When I was there, a few small airlines were starting to operate, but
of most interest was a strange joint RAF / Civilian unit which flew
Meteors and Vampires for a variety of purposes including towing
targets for anti-aircraft gun practice.

My gliding took place over a summer and autumn term. The airfield
was about 25 miles from the school and so it was a major exercise
getting there, equipped with a spam sandwich provided by the school
kitchen, but not enough cash to finance a bus or taxi from central
Exeter out to the field if I missed the RAF transport.

All I really remember is a wonderful summer lazing around on the
grass between launches, and listening to the war veterans who were
our instructors.

We flew T21 and T31. Being a shy retiring chap I preferred the privacy
of the latter to the intimacy of the former! We flew wearing a
detachable stiff collar and tie just as aircrew went into battle during
the war – quite ridiculous in retrospect. No parachutes of course – the
rumour was that it was because we were dispensable, but the actuality
was that as we rarely got above 1000 feet a parachute would not have
been much use. One of the regular instructors was a very tall Fleet
Air Arm officer who I remember well as he had to wear enormous
goggles because his head was well out into the slipstream. They all
seemed to be grizzled veterans to we teenagers, but were probably
quite young.

Our circuits were what you might call “fly by wire” or certainly by rote!
All launching was by winch and it was a red letter day to pull off at as
much as 1000 feet. A 90-degree turn to meet the main road,
downwind leg along the main road to another 90 degree turn at a

prominent landmark, no diagonal, and then the final 90 degrees on
to the short final approach. I have a vague memory of hating spin
recovery as much as I do now, with the added stimulus of an open
cockpit.

I was sent solo aged 16 after about ten launches - the final solo before
the course ended was in order to achieve the B Certificate which I
think in those days involved a minimal height gain and staying
airborne for about 5 minutes.

I then went off to work and never went near a glider again until after
retirement. I enjoyed about 20 years in the TA/Army Reserve and
although I first joined what had been a parachute battalion, I never
had to jump. The Glider Pilot Regiment was being re-formed as the
Army Air Corps and so that was not an option. So all my service was
down with the infantry though with regular helicopter flying courtesy
of the RAF.

So there we are – first solo 1956, second solo 2009. The first after a
handful of launches, the second, I am embarrassed to admit, was
after taking full advantage of “Fixed Price to Solo” and 117 launches.

The grizzled veterans reappeared in the shape of Duthie and Miles to
nurse me patiently through to the dizzy heights of XC endorsements
and forays to Jaca and Aboyne, but more of that another time! A
visitor to the launch- point a few months ago asked me if I was a
veteran – I had to reply that this would imply a degree of skill and
experience that I do not possess and that vintage would be a more
apt description.

23Those were the days
(continued)



24Fledermaus
by Douglas MacMillan

I have been a member of
Lasham for 35 years and I have
finally made the decision to
stop flying solo. I was reflecting
on my gliding career from my first
flight in a T21b at the age of 12
until the present time.

In gliding terms, I have achieved
little: 480-odd hours, a Bronze C,
seven very fruitful years as an Air
Experience Instructor (now called
a Basic Instructor), a few solo
loops, but no cross-country flying.
I would prefer to have an engine in
my aeroplane if I were to fly out of
range of the airfield.

So what have I achieved? A great
deal of fun, enormous aesthetic
satisfaction in being in the air, and

just ‘messing about with aeroplanes’. Inevitably there have been
moments of doubt, perplexity, and fear whilst in the cockpit, but –
and I say this as a tribute to Lasham’s instructors – never a moment
of panic.

I have been an aeromodeller for most of my life, enjoying designing,
building and flying firstly free-flight and now radio-controlled gliders
of the traditional wooden variety and have never embraced idea of
plastic or foam ‘almost ready to fly’ models, so it is hardly surprising
that I was attracted to wood and fabric gliders from the Alexander
Schleicher stable. On one of my early visits to Lasham, I spied a K8
(153) and decided that I would enjoy flying it – little realising that,
many years later, I would have share in that very machine.

Malcolm Hook was my first instructor and I was sent solo by Derek
Copeland: I think his heart was in his mouth at the time. I will never
forget that moment of being alone in a glider on a beautiful June
evening in 1987.  Bliss – a lifetime ambition fulfilled! The K8 was a
great joy, but the greatest joy of my flying career presented itself in
the form of Fledermaus, a cream (latterly a blue and white) K7 which
lived at Lasham for many years.

As a BI I was able to fly my friends in Fledermaus and several years
and several types on I still consider it the nicest glider I have flown.
Okay, the K7 is not exactly a pundit’s glider but for sheer fun it was
unbeatable and just allowing the aircraft to float down from a high
aerotow on a frosty morning remains a treasured memory. I think
that if a K7 were carefully flown it could out-climb a K13 in a weak
thermal. Opinions differ.

So why did I stop flying solo: I think it is important to emphasise that
it was entirely my decision, and not taken after adverse comments
from full-cat instructors. In my late seventies I began to realise that
my flying was not quite as precise as it had been in the past, probably
a normal and inevitable phenomenon as the years roll on so it seemed
sensible to step down before I began to experience adverse comments
from the duty instructor.

Do I regret the decision? The answer is an unequivocable ‘no’. Do I
miss it? Yes, in a way, but logic tells me that I made the correct
decision. I can still come to the airfield and ‘mess about with
aeroplanes’ and have a few flights – but with the instructor in the back
seat taking responsibility for my not killing myself!
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The forecast was for hot, near cloudless day, with gentle winds.
Dave Masson said “Hot and blue.” Should I fly? Was it worth the cost
of a launch? Would I be able to go anywhere? But, as an unreformed
addict, the answer was clear. Yes, of course I’ll fly.

Sure enough, it was hot and blue. Once up there, with no clouds to
mark thermals, it was a case of bumbling along towards likely looking
ground features until I lucked into a climb. And there were plenty of
thermals, so it wasn’t difficult to stay up, and to keep pretty much on
track. But it wasn’t much fun. As there were no clouds, there was no
shade, and it was getting desperately hot under the canopy.

The vent was fully open, as was the clear-view panel. But I needed
more. I tried the scoop on the CVP, but although it gave a nice stream
of air, it wasn’t enough. So I opened the panel again and put my hand
out into the airflow. Lovely! I could actually direct the flow of air into
the cockpit. At last, some relief – only a few miles to go and I would
be able to re-hydrate with amber re-hydration fluid.

Then, whack! Smack into the middle of my palm came a huge bumble
bee. They may look soft and fluffy, but a bumble bee hitting one’s
hand at 75 knots doesn’t feel soft and fluffy, I can assure you. As the
purpose of having my hand poking out of the CVP was to direct air
into the cockpit, the angle was also ideal for directing the bumble bee
into the cockpit too. It ricocheted off my face, pinged of the canopy
above my head and went who knows where.

It was the first time I had tried to fly while looking in all the
inaccessible corners of the cockpit. My immediate concern, was not
for the welfare of the bee, but for my own welfare. Was I about to be
stung?

Common sense came to the rescue and I decided it was better to fly
the aircraft properly, even if it meant getting stung, than to let my
concentration wander and bumble into another glider with my head
down in the cockpit. Common sense also suggested that the 75-knot

impact had probably incapacitated the unfortunate insect. Proper
flying resumed and my anxiety level quickly subsided to normal. As
did the flight. Once on the ground, a short search lead to the discovery
of the bee - stone dead.

Jo��

Note by the editor
When Victorian naturalists, wrote of these animated bundles of fluff,
they called them humblebees, because, as they fly, they hum.

In Beatrix Potter's Tale of Mrs Tittlemouse (1910), the heroine is
troubled by squatters making nests in her back garden. Chief
perpetrator is called Babbitty Bumble.

Shortly after this time the myth of the bumblebee's scientifically
impossible flight appeared. Aircraft with big engines, sleek bodies and
long wings had been built. The clumsy-looking bee with its really small
wings and fat body was the perfect match for its new, slightly
degrading name. By the time of the next influential book about bees,
by John Free and Colin Butler (1959), the name “humblebee” had
gone for ever.



26How The Other Half Live
by Ebenezer Grimshaw

Dear Lasham Newbie… it may have come to your attention that
not everyone flies club gliders. And that only a small percentage
of our Gliding Society… dedicated and colourful characters though
they be… fly Vintage. It just seems like there is more of them than
there actually are, when you go in the bar.

The rest of the membership are tucked away… discreetly. These are
the Gifted Ones… the chaps who like to go hurtling round the country
in triangles at high speed. The sleek modern Tupperware that they’ve
acquired to do this can be occasionally seen in launch grids. Otherwise
those hot ships might be tucked away in a private hangar somewhere.

Yes… some members actually have their own hangars! I know it
sounds fantastic… but as CS Lewis pointed out… truth seldom turns
out to be anything you could guess… or even imagine.

One hates to reduce everything to the mere pecuniary but the point
is that you won’t have been gliding for very long before it becomes
obvious that not everyone is as cash-strapped as you! Money  is
usually delicate matter, and I’m afraid Grimshaw has to dish out
paternal advice at this juncture.

Under no circumstances should you look into the price of buying a
new glider. Yes, I know Uncle Nesbit left you a little inheritance and
Auntie Doris keeps asking you what you want for Christmas but take
it from me that it’s a matter best left undisturbed.

Private owners are like aristocracy… they’re well-connected, went to
different schools and live in a different world to the likes of you (or
er… me). (Ed: I’m just a Scouser!) Just like aristocracy they’re hard
to identify because both aristos and glider pilots like to wander about
looking dead casual… you can’t tell the buggers apart.  Philip Wills…
and the young Derek Piggott were the last glider pilots ever seen
wearing a jacket and tie and that was only because they were flying
the Duke of Edinburgh at the time.

These days it’s impossible to tell who resides in this elevated world
of New Tupperware but Grimshaw can tell you what to look for:

� Anyone spending an undue time polishing non-wing
surfaces.

� Watch for trailer dazzle… trailers that stand out from the
undergrowth…

� Ask suspects about cable retrieve towing… private own-
ers will not have been near a retrieve truck for twenty
years at least and probably forgotten everything they
ever knew about it.

It’s not a good idea even to peer into a new cockpit, because you’re
bound to start asking questions and the chances are you will not
understand half the answers. Just when you thought you’d got this
whole gliding business roughly sorted, you will feel like someone
stumbling onto a slightly different planet. To give you an example,
just re-read Julian Rees’s pages 9-12 here on Electronic Conspicuity
and see how much of it you understand.

More than a few members are already sporting such gadgets in their
cockpits. Ask them how many banks of batteries they have to power
it all up. Once again I suggest you avoid the delicate matter of how
much they spent on it. Because I can tell you how that will go:

1) You’ll think ‘Bl**dy H*ll … all that… just to soup-up the FLARM!’
2) After ten seconds or so you’ll think ‘Strewth ! How much does

the whole instrument panel cost then?’ (Up to now you may
have been labouring under the delusion that instrument
panels come free with the glider…)

3) You also realise that you have to double this up for two-seaters.
4) Staggered by these thoughts you reel backwards and notice

the whole huge lengthy splendour of the aircraft… the immac-
ulate glass fibre work (Ed: please! Carbon fibre)… the perfect
inverted reflections on all surfaces… … and you begin to ask
yourself ‘Holy Moley… how much does the entire thing cost?’



I made that mistake earlier this year. Our Illustrious Editor was
tinkering with his new Ventus 3, and of course I couldn’t help but take
a slight… casual… off-hand sort-of interest. I mean I was about to
stroll on with just a nod of acknowledgment, but he was so eager to
show me what was under the Perspex, it seemed rude not to look.

It was the detail that staggered me. Not just the fact that it was all
new and shiny… you expect that… but more that there were no bits
of grass and toffee wrappers anywhere on the cockpit floor!  (Ed: You
should see my car) One of the most shocking things I learned was
that his panel alone cost more than three of my Skylark 4s... I should
never have asked!

I peered at it in amazement. The nav screen actually had a flap
indicator on it! On the left there’s a little vertical box shows not only
where you left the flap setting… should you happen to have mislaid
the flap lever, it also shows you where you should have put it.

Should you decide… in your magnificence… to use the radio then all
the relevant info comes up automatically on the nav screen. You don’t
even need to remember anything from your radio tests. You just touch
a button by the screen and the entire position report appears in the
right order, with all the numbers filled-in… surely that’s cheating! Soon
this wonder gadget will switch on BBC2 and boil a small kettle for
those long boring cloud streets and tedious drawn-out final glides.

I tried to look nonchalant but in my head I started pricing up the whole
arrangement in terms of my own glider:
Radio, transponder & ADSB: One Skylark
Nav: One Skylark
Rest of panel: One Skylark
Trailer, rigging and tow out: Four Skylarks
Odds and Ends: Probably another Skylark
…  and none of the above includes the actual glider!
Overall Cost: One Average House Up North… many many Skylarks!

Clearly one cannot compete with sort of thing so how can Grimshaw
help the struggling newbie? Lift him out of his slough of despond?
(Ed: Just buy into a syndicate for an older glass glider)

Well I have found some crumbs of comfort in all this. Stick with
Vintage and you’ll be able to do things even your Illustrious Editor
can’t. Quite apart from only needing one fortieth of the cash, you’ll
have the following advantages:

� You don’t have to wait years for delivery.
� On the less ancient machines (ie a Skylark) with two thirds of the

approach speed, you should be able to land on a cabbage patch,
if you have to.

� You should also be able to out-climb your Editor in a small thermal.
(Ed: Just about everyone does anyway) Just don’t think about
where he’s gone when you get to the top. Thumb your nose and
pretend to be nonchalantly looking at the map as he vanishes into
the haze. From this it follows that you should challenge him to a
race across hostile, intimidating country on a poor day with only
tiny fields and small thermals. Know anywhere like that? You hold
all the advantages… what could possibly go wrong!!

� In any case you can paint your machine any colour you like. Jazz
it up and show it off with abandon. Whereas the only bit he’s
allowed to paint are the wingtips and the bit on the nose… maybe
half the rudder!

� He won’t be having forty times as much fun as you

Feeling better now?

Oh. Well the only other thing I can suggest is a total
parent/education/career transplant. For those with bravado and ability
who expect a high reward for leadership, enterprise and teamwork…
crime is probably your best option. Or simply sell the house/wife/kids.
I have made detailed suggestions available in a plain brown envelope

27How The Other Half Live
(continued)
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(all lists are alphabetical. Some posts are part-time)
Committee of Management
Nick Hoare
Patrick Naegeli (Chairman)
Alix Pentecost
Mike Philpott
Ginny Pringle
Gary Pullen (Vice-chairman)

General Manager
Gavin Spink

Hon Treasurer
John McCullagh

Flying staff
Colin Watt (Chief Flying Instructor)
Jordan Bridge (DCFI)

Office staff
Joan Carey (Finance manager)
Sue Cook
Sharon Farr
Angela McVie
Sharon White

Workshop
John Brooke (Part time)
Stuart Clay (Licensed Engineer)
Richard Moyse (Aircraft Workshop Manager)
Gayl Wheelwright (Aircraft Maintenance Manager)

Cleaners
Keith & Barbara Chiverton

Facilities and winch
Colin Currie (Facilities Manager)
Mateusz “Matt” Gocek (Part-time winch driver and
workshop fitter)
Paul Haliday (Winch driver)
Ed Jones (Part-time winch driver)
Paul Osborne (Groundsman)
Gary Pullen (Part-time facilities)

Restaurant and bar franchisees
Abi Buckland “The Flight Deck” Restaurant
01256 384 910

Jaison Beeson “51 Degrees North” Bar
07585-954578

Other roles
Vacant (Youth Scheme)
Dave Hopgood (Tugmaster)
Colin Watt (Airspace)
Henry Freeborn (Safety Officer)
Colin Watt (Child Protection Officer)

Sub-committee chairmen
Caravan - Bill Bullimore
Competitions - Christine Bullimore
Flying - Colin Watt

Volunteers
Throughout the Society there are many other
volunteers and occasional employees. These are
too numerous to mention but they always have
our thanks.

Lasham Trust
Donations to make Lasham even better. The
trustees are: Graham Garnett, Nigel Mallender,
and the Society’s chairman.
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